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Segment match modeling uses a data base of highly refined known protein X-ray st,ructures
to build an unknown target structure from its amino acid sequence and the atomic co-
ordinates of a few of its atoms (generally only the Ca  atoms). The ta.rget  structure is first
broken into a set of short segments. The data base is then searched for matching segments.
which are fitted onto the framework of the target structure. Three criteria are &ed  for
choosing a matching data base segment: amino /acid sequence similarity. conformational
similarity (atomic co-ordinates)? and compatibility with the target structure (van der
Waals’  interactions).

The new method works surprisinglv well: for eight test proteins ranging in size from 46 to
323 residues, the all-atom root-mean-square deviation of the modeled ‘structures is bet’ween
O-93  x and 1.73 A (the avera,ge  is 126  14).  Deviations of t’his  magnitude are comparable with
those found for protein co-ordinates before and after refinement against X-ray data or for
co-ordinates of the same prot#ein  in different crystal packings. These results are insensitive to
errors in the C”  positions or to missing C”  atoms: accurate models can be built with Ca  errors
of up to 1 A or hv  using onlv half the (7”  atoms.

The fit to the g-ray  struciures  is improved significantly bv  building several independent
models based on dikerent  random choices and then aLeAging  co-ordinates: this novel
concept has general implications for other modeling tasks. The segment match modeling
method is fully automatic. yields a complete set of atomic co-ordinates without any human
intervention and is efEcient  (14 s/residue on the Silicon Graphics 41)/E  Personal Tris
workstation).

h-~~z~~ords:  modeling conformation: data base: model building: side-chain positions

1. Introduction

Knowledge of protein conformation facilitat(es- -
understanding of protein function. Specific inter-
action between a protein molecule and small
molecules or other protein molecules depends on
complementar> fitting of surfaces in three dimen-
sions (for example. the interaction of enzyme and
inhibitor. receptor and hormone. or antibody and
antigen). Determining structure by  crystallography
or nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy is a
time-consuming procedure and, at present, there are
man) more known amino acid sequences than
k n o w n protein structures: determination of
sequence is always likely tJo  be easier than det’er-
mination of structure. Fortunately. proteins with
different sequences have similar conformations

provided the sequences are homologous. Thus. a
general method for building the side-chains of an
unknown prot,ein  onto the rn-ain-chain  framework of
another related protein would have widespread
application.

Immediatelv after the first two unrelated protein
structures were  determined bp  X-ray crystallo-
graphy. myoglobin  1,: Kendrew  4t  nl.  (1960) and
lvsozvme  bv-  Phillips et al.  (1966). it became clear
Aat ‘the saine local or secondarv  structure motifs
recur in very different tertiary structures. The two
local structures identified &en.  a-helices  and fl-
sheets. have since been found to occur in all known
globular protein conformations. The next tape  of
local structure to be recognized was the reverse turn
(Yenkatachalam.  1968). With these three types  ofc-
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secondary structure, th e main-chain conformations
of’about  three-quarte rs of all protein residues have a
recognizable. standard conformation. Early energy
calculations on side-chain conformations (Gelin  6;
Karplus. 1975) demonstrat!ed  that side-chains adopt
low-energv conformations close to those expected
for the free amino acid. Subsequent analvsis (Janin
et crl..  1978) showed that there were relativelv feu
common side-chain conformations: more recent
work on a large

that!
r sample of very

confirmed the commonly
well-refined proteins
occurring conforma-

tions are very close to standard low-energy rotamers
(Ponder & Richards, 1987).

VVhile  these studies showed that proteins
generallv use a common “Vo cabularv’ ’ of main  and
side-chain conformation.s, i t was not, clear how to
take advantage of the ever increasing number of
protein three-dimensional structures being solved
bv S-ra,v crvstallographv.c . .I . The breakthrough in the
use of this information was provided by Jones &
Thirup (1986) who added a search for conforma-
tions of segments of known protein into Jones’
program FROUO (Jones. 1978) used to fit a model
polvpeptide chain to electron densitv. Their idea.I v
was tlo use pre-existing segments of protein struc-
tJure  as an aid to fitting an atomic model of a new
protein to its electron- density map. After initialLI
tests, they concluded that recurring conformations
are not limited to the recognized regions of
secondary structure: it is possible to find almost all
segments of local main-chain conformation in other
protein structures. Use of. segments as an aid to
molecular modeling was quickly ’ implemented by
others and used tlo fit bot.h electron densit#y maps
(Finzel et  a l . , 1989b,)  a’nd model proteins from
partial information (Blundell et al.. 1987). In all
these schemes, the data base of known segments is
used in conjunction with manual manipulation of
the structure through interactive molecular
graphics.

Impressed bv the general power of these methods.
?

T chose to implement a completely automatic
segment modeling method, called segment match
modeling or SMM-/-. The advantages of such an
automatic method are as follows. (1) It can be
tested on a large number of known protein struc-
tures provided that) all information on the protein
under consideration is removed from the data base;
such objective modeling of known proteins is
impossible with manual or semi-automatic modeling
as anyone with the necessary expertise may be
familiar with t!he  protein being modeled. (2) It can
be used repeatedlv to generate a familv of plausible
models: manual modeling often leads *to  a favorite
model to the exclusion of all ot!her  possible models.
(3) Tt can be used properly by a novice, not
requiring any expertise on the part of the user.

Segment match modeling is part of a general
scheme for modeling protein conformation referred

tAhhreviat3ions used: SKC
r.m.s.. root-mean-square.

segment match modeling;

tlo as “black-box” modeling. Imagine a computer
program (the “black box”) that reads in the amino
acid sequence of a protein together with an incom-
plete set of atomic co-ordinates and then outputs
the positions of all the missing atoms. The success of
this program can be judged by the degree of simi-
laritv of the calculated co-ordinates to the known
atomic co-ordinates of the particular molecule. The
dimcultv of accomplishing the modeling task
obviously depends on the number of missing atoms.
At one end of the scale, it should be trivial to
calculate the co-ordinates for a single missing atom.
At the other end of the scale, producing all atomic
co-ordinates from the amino acid sequence alone
would constitute a solution t’o the protein folding
problem. Thus. tlhis  modeling scheme allows a COII-

tinuous transition from an easy, soluble problem
through more cha.llenging  modeling to actua,l
predict,ion  of protein conformation from amino a.cid
sequence.

Here, we focus on a task of intermediate difficultv
.and attempt to derive the co-ordinates for all tlie
‘atoms  from the amino acid sequence and the co-
Iordinates  of all or some of the a-carbon atoms.
Starting with these co-ordinat,es  ensures that the
overall chain path is correct. The conformation of
-the main-chain, in particular the orientation of t)he
peptide groups, and the conformations of the side-
lzhains remain to be determined bv the program.

Segment match modeling follows the work of
(Jones & Thirup ( 1986) a*nd builds a model for the
aLarget  structure from a data base of known struc-
:tures. To do this, the target structure is broken into
short segments of sequence. These segments, which
must have atomic co-ordinates determining their
shape. are used to select segments of matching
shape in the data base. Because each segment in the
data base comes from a known protein, the con-

formation of all atoms in the segment is known.
These segment co-ordina,tes  are Wed into the ~IYW-

ing target structure. The process is repea,ted  until all
atomic co-ordinates of the target structure are
obtained. During the match modeling procedure
care is taken to exclude all information about the
target protein from the data base. This information
is used subsequently to assess the accuracy of the
modeling by comparing the calculated and known
atomic co-ordinates.

A number of decisions have to be made during
t/his  construction process (where to start, which
known segments are the best matches, etc.). These
decisions are dealt with by a simple and surprisin&
powerful general concept: make choices at random
and average. More specificallv. segment match
modeling starts a t  a  r a n d o m  posit,ion in the
sequence. continues at random and each time
randomly chooses one of the good segment matches.
The procedure is repeated to give a number of
independently built models that are then averaged
to give a mean model for the target structure. S&h
averaging also helps highlight the significant
features that occur repeatedlv in all models: for
these atoms, the variance from the mean co-ordi-
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Figure 1. An illustration of the segment match modeling algorithm that is used to model protein conformations from
Ca  co-ordinates. (a) The rough conformat’ion  of a segment of polypeptide chain is defined by the positions of the C”  atoms
shown as filled circles connected by broken virtual bonds. In the example. it is assumed that the positions of all C”  atoms
are known. (b) In the 1st phase of modeling. the main-chain atoms are added to the C”  framework. (c) In the 2nd phase
the side-chain at,oms  are added to the completed main-chain. In bot,h phases the residues to be modeled are chosen in
random order. The process is repeated 10 times t,o  obtain 10 independent models. (d) The atomic co-ordinates of these
models, which are different due to the random order of building and st’atistical  choice of segments. are then averaged to
give a mean model. The final model is obtained bv limited energv minirnization. which enforces good stereochemistrv.c L ”

nates will  be small  and this indicates greater
reproducibility.

Application of’ segment match modeling to eight
different’ proteins gives rnodeled target structures
w i t h root-mean-square deviations (r .m.s.)  of
between 0*93  A and l-73  A (1 A = 0-l  nm) from the
corresponding known structure (for all atoms). This
deviation is small and manv of the side-chains are
seen to be correctly predicted in superimposed
stereo views of the modeled and known structures.
These results. which a’re  obtained b\-  a completIelv
automatic method, are not sensitive to  errors in the
C”  positions or to missing C”  atoms: good models can
be built!  with C”’  errors of up to 1 A or bv  using onl\c .
half the Cya  atoms.

2. Methods
The segment match modeling method is  simple

consisting of the following stages: make the data base.
build several independent models of the target structure
by matching short segment,s  of polypeptide chain. average
these models. refine the mean co-ordinates and analyze
the fit of tlhe  final model tlo  the S-ray  structure. The first
3  stages are  done by the program SegMod.  using the
procedure described below and illustrated bv Fig. 1: t,he.

last  2  stages are done bv the energv minimization
program. E%CAD  (Levitt. i983a).  In this work. segment
means part of a protein consisting of consecutive.
connected residues. The protein being modeled is referred
to as the target. The target segment is the segment being
modeled: the growing target structure is the set of atomic
positions that is  known or has been modeled at  the
current)  stage of the procedure.

(a) The data base

The data base of known proteins used is given in Table
1. It contains a total of 76 proteins. comprising 12,288
amino acid residues and 93.569 atoms.  The proteins
selected have all been solved to a resolution of 2 A or
better. Duplicates and minor modifications of the same
protein have been excluded, but’  more than one member of
a family of homologous proteins is allowed. Thus. only 1
of the more than 10 refined trppsin structures is included.
but the co-ordinates for each of the homologous proteins,
chvmot,rypsin  and elastase, are included. The co-ordinates
are all taken from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank
(Bernstein et al.. 1977): references to the individual struc-
tures are given in Table 1.

Because the atomic co-ordinat’es  in the data base are to
provide co-.ordinates  for segments of the target protein, it
is important that the co-ordinaltes  of all at#oms  be present
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and that  thtw  be no duplicated atoms.  Often. sets of
h ighly  retined protein vo-ordina-tts  1Ia1-e  both  m i s s i n g
atoms and duplicaWtl  atoms (the former. because not  a l l
atoms are r~olved  even at the highest resolution. and the
latter  t~vause side-chains can  have mul t ip le  conforma-
t ions seen  at high resolution). Af’ter  reading in the atomic
(+o-ordinates  f’rom highly  c~onipressed  co-ordinate files (5
1Wessatom:  unpul)lished  resul t s ) .  they  are  sor ted  in to  a
standard atom ordf3~ t o  &dwt  effic+entlv  am- miss ing or. .
dupIi(Mvd  Moms. Positions of’ chain gaps are also noted
t o  I)t’t’\-mt  t h e selection of’  segments that  span chain
l~oundat+s. IXstances are calculated between all pairs of’
( ” at ems separated by  fivni 2 to 19  residues: this distance
infi)rniation  is  used in the ini t ial  matching of  segment
shapes (see below).  (‘o-ordinate input .  sort ing.  checking
and distance calculations are sufIiciently rapid to be done
ever~~  time (total time of 10 s on the Silicon Graphics 4T)!
25).  This allows the list of proteins that are to be used for
the data base  to  be changed at  wil l .  When test ing the
method on target  proteins whose Zbdimensional  structure
is known. a11 infbrmation  on the target protein is omitted
f’rom the data base.

Modelin~g  of’ a particular target protein requires the
amino acid S~WIIW and a partial set of known atomic co-
ordinates . For  tes t  runs . the known co-ordinates were
taken as all  the Cl2  atoms or a subset of these atoms. For
general nlodeling. any partial set of co-ordinatJes  is valid
input .  Segment  match model ing is  d ivided in to  2 s tages:
f i rs t  model  any missing main-chain atoms (S.  H.  C’.  C,
(J).  and then 1notk1  any missing s ide-chain a toms.  The
p o t  ocol  u s e d  f o r each of these stages is similar and
c*onsiste(\  of’ thv  fillowing  5 steps. (1 ) Choose the segment
of’ the target  protein to be modeled.  (2) F ind  p laus ib le
matches to this segment in the data base of known
proteins. (3) Sort the list of matches using as criteria the
rm.s. deviation from the target segment and the van der
Waals’  interaction energ\- with parts  of the target protein.
already built.  (4) Select a best match from the list of good
matches. (5) Copy  co-ordinates of some of the atoms from
the selected segment to the growing target  protein struc-
turf’.  This pro~ss  is illustrated b,v  Fig. 2.

The segment to be modeled is  defined lx the central.
residue.  i. and the length of the segment.  L. The central
residue is c~hosen at random from those residues having at
least  I  missing atom (ei ther main-chain or  side-chain.
depending on the stage of the procedure).  The start  and
end points of the  segments are then chosen to ensure that
there art sufficient constraints to guide the matching
prowss. This is done 1)~  specifying the required number of’
known residues in th;  segnAt (I,).  and  then  f ind ing  a
total  of’  L consecuti\-e Cuz atoms that already have co-
ordinates (either given as input or built by modeling) and
are closest along the  scyuenw  to the  wIitra1  residue ad  ill
the same polypeptide  chain. This  requirement  i s  most
SW~IY  whw  thaw are m a n y  m i s s i n g  C”’  a t o m s .  For
example.  consider L = 5 and provision of known co-ordi-
nates fix every third (” atom (say. residues 1. 4. i.  10. 14.
Ii.  .20 etca.). To model  the main-chain of’ residue 9. use is
made of’ the  known vo-ordinates  of’ residues 4. 7.  10. 14
and 1 i.  giving a t,arget  segment extending f’rom residue 4
to 1 i.  If the residue to be modeled is near the beginning or
end of’ a polypeptide  chain. the I, residues chosen will not
necessarily bracket the  miss ing res idue.  Sate.  that  as the
niodeling  pro~eds.  the posi t ions of  (” atoms located hy

missing. the I )I’OWd  I1 I’C’ is  modified to ensuw that-  the
central residue i s  ad,iawnt to  a t  least  1 located (” at,orn.
This is done by  post poninc  t hv modeling of’ residues with
2 miss ing  Y neighbors unt i l  one or  both  of’ thv  neigh-
t)oring  C”’ atoms havtl  heen  located.  ()t her schemes are
poss ib le  wi th in  th is  f’rame\vork.  for example. model the
si&-chains  of certain residue tjypes  first. model  int,erior
residues first. etch.  Tests  showed that  the best  resul ts  are

incd  when selecting the central residue completely at
0111.

Segments that match the target segment are found by
searching the entire data base and selecting mat,ches  on
thy  basis  of’  both the amino acid squenw  and the con-

fixmat ion of the Y-chain. Matching sequence is fbund hy
a t ernplate. which  restricts the  allowed amino acid at each
position of thtl  sfynitvit  to 1~ a specific  amino acid or to
belong to a particular ~12C ss of’ amino acids. For example.

.  syl~l).  w h i l e  t h e  templates  +*. .A.  .*’  r e s t r i c t s  t h e
central amino acid to he alanine. ~‘oniplicat~ed  templates
can  be specified and used to find matches. Here just 2
templates are used: when building the main-chain there
a rcc’ no restr ict ions ( template is  *..  .  .  .  .“): a n d  w h e n
bu ilding  a side-chain.  the residue being modeled (usual])
tiw  central residue of the segment) must be the same as in
thy  sequence of the tSarget  protein (teniplat,e  was “.  .X.  .“,
where the central  residue is 3”).

Segments of’ matching confbrmation  are selected by  the
m e t h o d  o f  cJo~ws & Thirup  ( I  9 8 6 )  i n  w h i c h  inber-(‘(”
distances a r e  niatvhed i n  preference t o  Cya  p o s i t i o n s .
1Iatching  distances has the &vantage  of being- indepen-
dent of segment  orientjation.  A segment of’ 5 (Ia a toms
tiefin~  only  6 distances between thv  (” at,orns  separated
by 2 or nAe residues (1. . 3. 2. . A. 3.  . 5. 1. . .4.  2.  . 5.
1.  . 3) a n d  t h e s e  am he m a t c h e d  very q u i c k l y  ( f o r  a
segment of‘  length I,. there are (L - 1 )(L- 2)/g  such
distances to match). Triter-Y  distance matching does have
2 deficiencies: a structure and it,s  mirror image will  have
ident ical  distances and match well  but  may have very
different confbrmat ions: and the shape of’ the polypeptide
chain is deWrniined  11~7 more than the Y positNions.

distances is  augmented ty  2 addit ional  cri teria:  t’he co-
ordinate deviat ion of  atomic posi t ions is  calculatjed  and
th(3 va~i  tier  Waals  interactions are scanned to assess
packing.  These  tes ts . w h i c h  a r e  tillie-c~onsuming. a r e

only tlw  40 data

inter-(”  distance (
t )HSf?  sepwn

leviations  in
ts
th

entire data base. The co-ordinate deviation (as opposed to
thv  Y distance deviation) between data  base  and t(arget
sepient  i s  (~alculatjed  f o r  e a c h  o f  t h e  4 0  d a t a  base
sq~nients  using the ~33’  ef?icient  and stat)le best-fit algo-
rit hni  due to  ILh~~ii  ( i 9X).

T h e  a t o m s  u s e d  i n  t h e  r.m.s. deviat ion calculat ion
depend on the stage of’  modeling: when bui lding main
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Figure 2. An illustration showing how a segment of crambin  is matched. r:a) A central residue, i. is chosen at random.
This defines a search segment. of length L (here L = 3). which has a known sequence and a part,ially known conformation
defined bv anv 3 known?“”  co-ordinates. (b) Together these crit,eria define a template that is tested against a dat,a  base of.
refined protein structures to find data base segments that best match the template in terms of both conformation
(measured by fit of inter-Y distances) and sequence (measured b> homolog!:).  (c) The 40  best matches are then checked
using the additional criteria of atomic r.m.s. deviation (RMS in A) and van der Waals  energy (Evd in kcal/mol). The list
shown is taken from a real sit)uation and has been sorted by decreasing pseudo-energy (0.1  Ez~d  + RMR).  The worst
segment’s eit)her have high energy values (for example. Evd = 7-9 and 6-l)  or large deviat’ions  (for example. RJLS = O-71
A and 063  A). (d) One’ segment is selected at random from the XC best segments on the list (here XC = 4). All the
segments with low pseudo-energy have low energy values and small r.m.s. deviations justifying such a random choice. (e)
The atomic co-ordinates of the main or side-chain of the chosen segment are then added to the growing target structure.
The process is repeated until all atoms have been positioned.

specification or prior modeling): and when building side-
chains. all the main-chain atoms together with any known
atoms of the central side-chain are used. For example.
consider modeling a Tyr  side-chain from a Phe. In this
case the t,arget  structure will have input co-ordinates for
all  but the hydroxyl  atom of  Tyr.  The modeled OH
position must fit the other atoms of the side-chain and
this can be ensured by giving these known side-chain
atoms higher weights in the co-ordinate fitting procedure
(by a factor of 4).

This fitting procedure provides the positional r.m.s.
deviation between target and data base segment. In addi-
tion. the data base segment and t,he  target structure are
then in the same co-ordinate frame and atoms can be
easily copied from the segment to the growing target. It is
important tlo check that!  the copied atoms do not clash
wit’h  atoms already in the target and this is done by
calculating the van der Waals’  energy between each data
base segment and the target structure. As more segments
are matched. more atoms become part of the target
structure. Thus. the interaction of a data base segment
and the growing target structure depends on the stage of
building: segments can be added easilv at the start and.
wit,h  increasing difficulty  as t,he target structure ,gro”-s to
occupy more space.
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- :S  kca~tnol  at an atomic separation of’

The (*o-ordinate  deviation and van  der  Waals’  energy  of’
each data hise segment are used to select a single segment
that will provide the co-ordinates  of the growing target
structure. The most obvious scheme  is to select the data
base segment with both the lowest values of the r.m.s.
deviation (KMS) and van der  Waals’  energy  (ZGC!  ).  To do
this. the r.tn  .s.  deviation and energy  are put onto a sin+
SC&  in  H ~~s~~~t~io-~t~~rp~-  term:  l-  = W  l&d  + IWS. This
tnakes  a 1 kcal/mol  d~ange in energy  equivalent to a 0.1  -i
(+han~t~  in  r.tn.s.  de\-iation.

The example in Fig. 2 shows the RMAS and EVA  values
for sotne  of’ the 40  selected segments in the modeling of
one  residue  of’ crambin  @RN).  The different) segments
WIW  f’rotn  different data base proteins as indicated by the
protein identifier (the From column). It is interesting that
in  this  example  the  best  data  base  segments  share  a
(4~ara-\(+eristic  sequence pattern.  with the 1st  position
f’avoring  1,  and the 3rd position being ET  A. S or T.

Rat  her than choosing the data base segment with the
best value of’ the I)st‘udo-energy.  the choice is made less
deWrtninate. The segment. i.  with pseudo-energy. /Ti.  is
c4,osen  with a probability proportional to exp ( -pc’i).
where the choice is limited to those S,  segments with the
loll-est  values of Eli.  When p = 0. the selected segment is
chosen  randomly from the best S,  segments. The p and
S,  parameters do influence t,hrA  results  and ranges of
\-al  ues have  been explored (see Table 10).

(F-)  C bpy  c’o-ordinatus tfronz segmen f to target

Having selected  a data base segment. all that remains is
to copy  certain atomic co-ordinates to the target struc-
ture .  VV~W buildin g  the main-chain. all the unknown
main-chain atoms of the central residue, i.  are copied to
the target. When building the side-chain, all the unknown
side-chain atoms of the central residue are copied to the
target. Once  an atom is copied to the target structure it is-_
treated as being  %~own“ and can be used for subsequent
tnodeling. ( )t  her schemes that involved copying  more
atoms to the target. for example. the tnain-chain atoms of
the  central residue and the atoms of the preceding residue.
worked less well. In certain circumstances. it may be
justified to use data base co-ordinates even when the co-
ordinates of the particular atorn  are known: for example.
if the initial co-ordinates are known to be subject to large
errors.

((4) Randomization and azyeraging

Several aspects of the modeling scheme described above
are controlled by random numbers: the central residue of
hot  h the main and side-chain segments is  chosen at
random and the particular data base segment, is selected
with a Boltzmann  probability. Randomization is done t’o
avoid having to make choices that could not be justified.
For example.  where is  the best  place to start  the
modeling! Is the fragment with the lowest pseudo-energy
always the best? H,Y  building segments in random order
and making random choices bf  the best segment at,  each
stage. systematic errors relat’ed  to the incrementa,  nature
of‘ the process are avoided. The price paid for this is that
the rnodelinp  is not unique and many  different models can
be  built by the same procedure. How is the best’  model to
h chosen  !  Several  schemes suggest  thernselves:  fot

esatnpk. one could take the mod4  with the lowest
enety,~. or the most  buried hydrophobic groups.

Here a much  simpler scheme is adopted. A  num her of
independent models are generated and used to calculate
mean co-ordinates. Initiallv.  this was done to determine.
the reproducibility of the modeling procedure: those parts
I:)f’  the structure that are more similar in the difierent
models  will have a smaller co-ordinate variance and may
1~  expected  to be more l ike the X-ray structure.  The
IWWI~  c*o-ordinates  are needed to calculate the variance of
Wdl  2-ttot11. Surprisingly the r.m.s.  deviation of these
meat1  Car)-ordinates from the known X-ray structure is
~IW~YS  fi)und  to  be significantly smaller than the r.m.s.
dej-iation  of any  of the individual models. This led to the
use of averaging as a standard part of the procedure.

Averaging is not quite straightfbrward.  in t’hat certain
side-chains are intrinsicallv  degenerate in their  atom
labeling. For example. the piirs  of atoms ()I)1  and 01X2  of
Asp.  CT) 1 and CL>?. and (‘El  and (X2  of Phe  are eyuiva-
lent. Here equivalent groups of atoms are exchanged to
make each model  deviate  least  f’rom  the  mean Inodel
cbalculated  for the structures modeled so far.  This
exchange can be thought of as a rotation of 180  ’  about jc2
cbf‘  Asp.  L’he  and Tyr.  and about 3~~  of Mu.  This procedure
is always done without using any  knowledge of the st,ruc-
ture of the target protein as this would bias the  r.m.s.
deviation towards the S-ray  structure.  Incorrectly
labeled methyl groups in \‘a1  and Leu  side-chains are also
checked by exchanging CG  1 and (‘(2  of \‘a1  and (‘I 11  and
CD2 of Leu if necessa& .

(d) Energy refinement

One drawback of co-ordinate averaging is that a model
cslculated  as the mean of several sets of co-ordinates can
have poor stereochemistrv. Correct st,ereochemistry  is
enforced by minimization gf  the energy using the program
EW’AD  (Levitt .  1983a).  The program makes  use  of  a
standard interatomic potential energy function,
consisting of bond stretching. angle bending. torsiona.1.
nlon-bonded  and electrostatic interactions. Polar hydro-
gen atoms are included to allow accurate electrostlabic
h-vdrogen  bonds. Such minimization also corrects the poor
s;ereochemist  ry that results from closing the gaps
bebween disjoint segments.

Because energ) minimization is intended to enforce
good stereochemistrv wit,hout  moving at,oms  undulv,  the
PC  atoms are someAmes  restrained to their initial’ posi-
tions. The restraint term. which is added to the potential
energy minimized by EXC’AD,  is of the unusual form
r = K (drms/6)‘. where tlhe  force-constant K  is 1 kcal/
mol A. and 6. which determines the maximum tolerated
value of drms.  is O-05  A  for ‘*tightI”  minimization and 0.3  A !
for “loose“ minimization. The value of dlrn~  is given bv
drms2 =  C( “ii2-RijZ  )”  /~  C Rij2.  where rij is the separation (;f
atoms i and j in the current structure. Rij is the corre-
sponding distance in the reference X-ray  structure,
and  t h e  s u m m a t i o n includes all  atom ’ pairs with
Rij  > 10 -is ExI)anding  ( l.ij2-Kij2)Z  as (rij  + Kij)’  ( rij-12ij)2
and approximating (rij  + I~ij) as ~~~ij gives
dru& = CRij’(  “ij-Kij)2  /CRij 2. This shows that drmx is the
r.m .s. deviation of the long interatomic distances,
weighted by the square of  the distance in t’he  X-ra)
structure (long distances have much more weight t’han
shorter distances).  This form is chosen as it  does not
require use of’ square-roots. which are computationally
ineficient  . The use of’ the 8th power in the calculation of
thi? restraint energy means t,hat  when &VWS  exceeds 6. the
restraint energy rises rapidly. whereas for smaller values
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the restraint, energ is negligible. The use of only the
longer distances in the calculation means that local
geomet r> is unaffected while the overall shape of the
chain is st’rongly  restrained. When modeling from a subset
of the (Ia  atoms. the restraint is applied to only those P
at>oms  that are assumed to be known from the S-ra)
structure. Minimization is done for a total of 600 energy
f’unction  evaluations using the quadratically convergent
conjugate gradient method. When no restraints are used.
the minimization is referred to as free minimization.

The same energy  minimization program also provides
in-depth analysis ;,f’  the refined atomic co-ordinates by
tabulating r.m.s. deviations of atom classes. residues and
chains. hydrogen bonds.  accessible surface areas and
torsion angles. For the analysis presented here. most use
is made of r.m.s. deviations of atomic positions and
torsion angles.

The computer requirements of segment match modeling
are modest. Building all 10 independent models takes
6 s/residue and does not depend on the number of atoms
used as guide points (unless atoms are provided for entire
residues that then do not need to be re-built ).  Restrained
energy minimization lasting 6W  steps takes ts  s/residue.
Thus.  the total  t ime required to model a protein is
l-1  s/residue (a 2OWresidue  protein requires 43  min  on the
Silicon Graphics 41+5  Personal Iris workstation).

3. Results

Segment match modeling has been tested on eight
well-refined proteins. For test purposes. each of
these proteins is taken from the data base (see Table
1) but all data for the particular protein are omitted
when it is being modeled. The proteins selected are
as follows (the Protein Data Base name and refer-
ence is given in parentheses): CRS. crambin (KRX.
Hendrickson & Teeter. 1981):  PTI. trvpsin inhibitor
(,iiPTI.  Wlodawer it al.,  1984):  CYl!F.  C - t e r m i n a l
fragment, of 1,7/1X  ribosomal protein (1CTF.
Leijonmark 87 Liljas. 1987): RSS.  ribonuclease A
(lRN3.  Borkakoti et al., 1982): LYZ.  lvsozvme
(lLZ1,  Artvmiuk &, Blake, 1981): FXS.  fl&odLxin
(4FXX Gnith e t  a l . . 1977):  TLX thermolvsin
(3TLX.  H o l m e s  6; &Iatthews.  1 9 8 2 ) :  a n d  A’PP.
penicillopepsin acid protease  (1APP. Ja.mes &
Sielecki. 1983). These structures contain between 46
and 323 amino acid residues.

(a) Overall accuracy of segment match modeling

The results given in Table 2 show that the models
constructled  from the C”  co-ordinates are surpris-
ingly accurate. In the structures produced bv
%ght” energy minimization. the overall r.m.s.
deviation is O-i2 A for main-chain atoms. 1*78  AI for
side-chain atoms and 126 A for all non-hydrogen
atoms. Different proteins are modeled more or less
well: the results are consistently best for CTF and
worst for PTT. Large proteins are modeled as well as
small proteins: (ITF. a small protein has the lowest
all-a’tom  r.rn.s. deviation of 0.93 *\. whereas APP.
the largest protein. has the second lowest all-atom

r.m.s. of l-00  *X.  The main-chain r.m.s. deviation
shows less va,riation  between protein st ruptures
than does the side-chain or all-atom r.m.s.
deviation.

Table 2 shows the r.m.s. deviations of models
produced b\ segment match

ignergy minimization.
modeling without

employing Ten independent
models are built, for each protein using different
random numbers to control the order of building
and the choice of best-matching segments. The
different’ models varv considerable:  the overall all-
atom r.m.s. deviatioi  of the worst’of the ten models
(l%l A) is 2Oqb higher than that of the best of the
ten models (149 A). More surprising. the r.m.s.
deviation of t.he  mean model (1.19 A), calculated as
the mean of the at’omic  co-ordinates or the ten
models, is much better than the best of the ten
models. This comparison iS not strictly fair. since
each model had reasonably good steriochemistry.
whereas the&  mean model can have very poor stlereo-
chemistry. The models generated
ization from these mean co-ord

bvL energy minim-
tes wit h t’igh t

restraints did have excellent stlereochemist’ry  and-an
all-atom r.m.s. deviat>ion  (1.26 A) t.hat is only a little
higher than that of the mean model. Thus. the
procedure of generating several independent
models, calculating a mean model and then refining
the stereochemistq provides an unexpectedly
powerfu 1 way of improv ing the accuraq of the
models. It is important to note t/ha t while the mean
of the ten models can always be calculated and
refined, the best of the ten models can only be found
b\- knowing tlhe  X-rav  structure. The difference in
&e r.m.s. devia’tion  &av seem small (for example,
for side-chains it is 240 A for an average model and
l-713 A for the refined mean model). but these differ-
ences are isignificant. The lowering of the r.m.s.
deviation caused bv averaging implies that the posi-
tions of so-me of t‘he atoms in any one of the ten
models are inaccurate. whereas those positSions that
occur in several of the models are more likely to be
correct.

(b)  Root-mean-square deviations of models

Ta’ble 3 .presents  a more detailed examination of
the r.m.S. deviations of the structures generated by
“tight *’ minimization of the mean
these structures has good internal

models. Each of
geometry in that2 ,

bond lengths, bond angles and torsion angles are
close to their standard values and there are no short
int.eratomic:  contacts other than hydrogen bonds.
Main and side-chain r.m.s. deviations are given for
different classes of amino acids and for each indivi-
dual prote:in.  These measures of deviation are also
given for three sub-classes of atoms: (1) those atoms
that are the most buried from solvent (Lee &
R#ichards. 1971); (2) those atoms that form most!
main-cha.in  hydrogen bonds; and (3) those atoms
that are most reproducibly modeled (have the
lowest variance or standard deviation for the 10
i n
i n

depend ent m.odel s). In each case. the threshold for
elusion into the class is chosen to give approxi-



Table  1
The 76  high-resolwtion  structures wed  as the data  base  of known proteim

Res”
& S a m e  D a t e Full name Ref’erenceb

I-00
1*20
1*:3-t
13-t
1  xi
1 *:w
l-40
l-40
l-40
l-10
1 *-h-j
l-50
l-50
l-50
l-50
1 -50
l-50
I-;‘>(  1
l-50
1.54
1.54
1 *;‘i;li
l-60
1 -tit  1
1-M 1
14%)
1 *GO
1 W
14i;‘i
14i5
l-65
14ii
l-6’;
l-70
1 *io
1 m
1 *io
1.70
l-70
1.70
l-70
l-i4
1 +w
1 *HO
1 *t)o
1 *HO
I*80
I*80
1 -t30
l*SO
l-80
1*80
l+M
1*8-f
l-t+5
1 *!M 1
1% 1
1-N  1
1 *W)

?OO
?OO
2.00
2.w  1
2 . 0 0
?OO
?OO
wo
2-00
2-W
wo

1  O/84
6/8X
3/89
4038
l/S1
8180
3/79
8/81

10/8-r.
l/88

lo/81
S/S1

1 o/34
6/85

1 l/87
l/83
5182

lo/88
l/88
%/88
Sj82
G/88
S/85
8/80
6/X3
2/82
7/81
4/87

12187
5176
3/86

ST1
l(‘SE
1 VTC;
WTI’
1 I’PT
lSSI3
1Iwo
1 h31X)
1 RDG
3EBS
lRS3
N’RX
lL%l
20\-0
2PRIi
2SGA
2sss
3TSS
X’YT
3GRS
XT,\
1 PAZ
1 M‘R
1 P’(‘Y
2RHE
3 T L S
451(’
2CPP
2WRP
3 E S T
SPAI’
2l”‘Y
X’H  A
1 ALC
1 BP2
1 CTF
2ACT
2A LP
2LZN
2MHR
8DFR
3HHl3
1 GOS
1 ss3
1TOS
11’1SQ
2APP
2AZA
2C’Dl’
2PA 13
3SG 13
3WGA
4FSS
1HSE
1 (‘PV
2(X:!
2F134
3RP2
4FDl
1 *M’S
1GI’l
1HIP
1HMQ
1 HOE
11113
1MLT
1 R 69
21%  ‘5
WI2
2(X4

8/85
l/85
S/89
4/81
9/86

lli79
3185
8 1 8 6
4187
S/89
3/84
6189

la/82
6/8i
l/87
l/83

1 O/86
6185
9177
l/83
3/86

12jii
4/89
S/74
2/89
4189
9/84
6188

12/82
6185
4175
2183
l/89

12/89
8181

1 2 1 8 8
12177

9)88
4171’;

Trypsin  inhibitor
Subtilisin Clarlsberg/Eglin
Ueroglobin
Trypsin  (DIP inhibited)
Asian  pancreatic polypept  idl?
Seurotox in  B
Erythrocruorin  (CO)
Jlyoplobin  (deoxy  )
Rubredoxin
Erabutoxin B
Ri bonuclease A
Crambin
Lysozyme
Ovomucoid  3rd domain
Proteinase K
Pro t einase A
Staphylococcal nuclease
Insulin
( ‘yt  ochrome  c
(:lutathione  reductase
(‘arboxvpeptidase  ,A
Pseudoazurin
y-11  Crystallin
Plast ocyanin  (Cu2  + )
Bence-Jones  dimer
Thermolysin (native)
Cytochrome  ~531  (reduced)
C’ytochrome  PGOCAM
Trp repressor (orthorombic)
Elastase
Papain (oxidized Cys25)
Cytochrome  c’
r-C’hymotrypsin
cx-Lactalbumin
Phospholipase A2
LiiLl2  50 S ribosomal protein
Act inidine (sulfhydryl  proteir
x-Lytic  protease
Lysozyme
Myohemerpthrin
Dihydrofolate  reductase
Hemoglobin (deoxy)
Gl\-colate  oxidase
Scorpion neurot oxin (variant
Tonin
Vbiquitin
Acid proteinase
Azurin
C‘\-tochrome c3
Prealbumin
Prote inase  B (OMTKY3)
Agglu tinin  (iso)
Flavodoxin (red)
Elastase
(‘a2  +- -binding pawalbumin
Carbonic  anhydrase  I I  / SCS
IGGl  Fab (lambda) KOL
Proteinase II
Ferredoxin
Actinoxanthide
Glutathione peroxidase
High potential iron protein
Hemerythrin (met )
cx-*\mvlase  inhibitor HOE46i
Interleukin 1 B
Melittin
Repressor (l-69)
(‘ytochrome  b3  (oxidized)
Chymotrypsin  inhibitor 2
C’oncanavalin A

-law)

3)

‘ A

Wlodawer  P! ~1.  (1984)
Bode ef  CL  (1986)
Morize  ut cnl.  ( 1 9 8 7 )
(‘ham hers &  Stroud ( 1977)
131undell  pt ul. ( 1 9 8 1 )
Tsernoplou &  Petsko (1977)
Steipemann &  Weber  ( 1979)
Phillips ( 1980)
Frey et ~1.  (1987)
Smith cf  (11.  (1988)
Borkakoti  et al. (1982)
Hendrickson &  Teeter (1981)
Artymiuk  Q  Blake (1981)
Bode ef  al. (1985)
lsetzel  ef  ctl.  ( 1988)
Sielecki et al. (1979)
Cotton et al. (1979)
Wlodawer  et al .(  1989)
Takano (1984)
Karplus &  Schulz (1987)
Rees et al. (1983)
Petratos ef  ~1.  (1987)
W&tow  et cxl.  (1983)
Guss  Rr Freeman (1983)
Furey  et al. (1983)
Holmes & Matthe\jFs  (1982)
Matsuura  et a/. (1982)
Poulos et a/. (1987)
Zhang  ef  al. (1987)
Meyer ef  al. (1988)
Kamphius et ul. ( 1984)
Finzel cf  [xl.  (1985)
Blevins &  Tulinsky  (1985)
Acharya  et al. (1989)
Dijkstra et aZ.  (1981)
Leijonmarke & Liljas (1987)
Baker &  Dodson (1980)
Fujinapa ef  al. (1985)
Weaver & Matthews (1987)
Sherrif et ul.  (1987)
Matthews et al. (1985)
Fermi et al. (1984)
Lindquist (1989)
Almass?  et al. (1983)
Fujinaga & James (1987)
Vijay-Kumar  et al. (1987)
James & Sielecki (1983)
Baker ( 1988)
Higuchi et al. (1984)
Blake et al. (1978)
Read et al. (1983)
Wright (1987)
Smith et al. (1977)
Xavia  et aZ.  (1989)
Moews 8;  Kretsinger (1975)
Eriksson et al. (1988)
Marquart  et al. (1980)
Remington et al. (1988)
Stout (1989)
Pletne\T  ef  al. (1982)
Epp ef ~1.  (1983)
Carter et al. (1974)
Stenkamp  et al. (1983)
Pflugrath et al. (1986)
Finzel et a/. (1989a)
Terwilliger  & Eisenberg (1982)
Mondrapon  et al. (1989)
Mathews et a2. (1972)
McPhalen  & James ( 1987)
Reeke et al. (197,j)
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Table 1 (continued)

Res”
A Sa1w Date Full name Referen  ceb

2-t  I( 1 2LH  1 4182 Leghemoglobin (acetate met ) Arutyunyan  ef  al. (1980)
2-c  )() 2RSI’ 1 O/8!, Row  sarcoma virus protease Miller of ~1.  (1989)
“-00 2SOI) 3/M) Superoxide dismutase T a i n e r  ef  (II.  (1982)
2-00 3 FAA  I3 93/M Fa b’  (lambda ) SEW S a u l  4f (71. (1978)
L)-(I(  1 tTS(’ 9i8T Troponin ( ’ Satyshur  ~1 ul. (l!NH)
2-c I( 1 6I.I)H  1 1  /ST L a c t a t e  dehydrogenase Xbad-Zapatero  rf (II.  ( 1 9 8 7 )

“1-k  is the resolution of the diff‘raction  data used in the structure I:Iet,ermination:  for convenience. the
structures are sorted bv decreasing resolution but the modeling prwaedure is independent of this order.

bRefe~~el~~~w are taken from the Brookhaven Protein Data  Rank  co-ordinate files.

mat+-  equal numbers of atoms in and out of the
c4ass  for each amino acid.

For the main-chain. the a,toms  tha,t  are most
involved in hydrogen bonds (the HB class) or are
most  reproducible~  (the Rep class) have smaller

deviations (O*30  X as opposed tooverall r.m  .s.
040 ii). For the side-chains. the atoms that are

m o s t reproducibl? modeled have significantly
smaller overall r.m.s. deviat,ions  (14  A as opposed
to I*78 A). Themain-chain r.m.s.  deviation is worst
for  Glv (056  A) and Trp (O-61  A) residues. This
findin$  for Glv is understandable as this amino acid
has greater ‘conformational freedom than other
amino acicls.  The side-chain r.m.s.  deviation is the

Table 2
S’WII  mnr,y  qf  rm  .s.  deviations for modeled proteins

Protein x 3res 1Vorst  b

r.m .s. deviation (A)

13est Ave Mean

Minimized

Tight LOOW Free

(‘1-n
PT  I
(‘TIT
RSS
I,\‘%
FSSS
T L S
A 1’1’
( )verallC

46
58
6 8

124
129
138
316
323

I<.  ,\‘itlu-(*i/(lirr  at0t)l.q
(‘ICS 46
PTI 58
( ‘T  12 68
RSS 1 2 4
LY% 129
ITS 1 3 8
TLS 316
*UT 323
(kerall

( ‘.  ,-III utovu.4
(‘RS
I’TI
(‘TF
RW
LY%
FSS
TLS
A 1’1’
( Jverall

46
‘8
a8

124
129
1 3 8
316
323

0.69 0.6  1 0.64 0.61 0.56
O-64 o-45 053 O-46 0 .51
o-4 9 0.35 0.43 0.30 o-29
0.61 048 0.52 o-40 0.41
0.63 049 O-58 045 0.39
0.60 O-49 o-54 O-50 o-44
Ofi5 0 5 0 o-53 0.46 O-38
0.5  1 0.44 O-47 0*40 0.37
059 O-48 0.53 045 04  2

249 2-09 2.17 1.33 l?ii
295 2.16 270 1.97 2.43
2.19 1.79 1.97 1.31 l-3’;
253 2.21 2.41 1.82 2.00
283 2-30 2.53 1.66 l-59
25i ;3.,“2 2.39 1.83 1 .91
256 2.33 2.43 1.83 1 .94
233 1.99 220 1.48 1.42
256 2.14 2.40 1.65 1.~8

1 ?? 69 1.32 151 0.99 1.12
211 1.58 1.92 1 .41 1.73
159 1.23 1.35 0.90 0.93
l-79 157 1.79 1 2 9 1.41
2.03 l-6*5 1.83 121 l-1.5
l-83 1.59 1.71 1.33 1.3’;
1*82 1.66 1.73 1 .31 1.37
1 .61 1.38 1 .53 1.04 1 *oo
l-81 1 .49 1 .67 1.19 l-26

o-92
0.8  1
o-59
O-86
0.76
0*78
0.88
0.76
0.80

Pi1
2.60
1  .sL’

226
1.86
207
2.1’7
1.65
1.98

1.33
1 .91
1lO
1.68
1.42
155
1.63
1*25
1.48

“-\‘re+ is the number of residues in the protein and shows that we use proteins of all sizes.
bEa~*h  protein is modeled 10 times using dif-lerent random numbers. Worst. Rest and Ave refer to the

highest. lo\\-est  and average r.m.s.  deviation from the X-ray structure for this set of 10  models. Mean
refers to the model formed by taking  the mean of each Cartesian co-ordinate for the 10 models. As this
MAUI  st rucature  c,an have very poor stereochemistry. it is subjected to energy minimization done in 3
~.a~.s: Tight. with a strong restraint holding the c’”  atoms to the S-ray  (‘I positions (fi  = 0%  L\):  Loose,
\vith  a \vealier  restraint to these same positions (6  = 0.30  A):  and Free. no restraint whatsoever. In each
case.  600 steps of minimization were done.

‘The Overall value is the average of the corresponding values in the 8 proteins.



I)iff+rent  types  of amino acid are grouped together. Kesuks  are given for the structures after tight
rnirlimization.

“The main-chain and side-chain r.m.s. deviations for eac:h amilw  acid from the respective S-ra>-
structures are calculated for 4 classes of atoms as follo\vs:  Any includes any  atom: Bur  includes the
residues that are most buried (have solvent accessibility Iew than i0  *i2. Lee &  Richards. 197 1): HE
includes the residues that are most involved in main-chain hydrogen bonds (at least  1 such hydrogen
boncl/residue):  Rep  inc ludes  the  a toms of  the  res idues  th’at  a r e  m o s t  reproducibl?.  modeled  (have
smallest standard deviations between the different independent models). These thresholds are chosen so
that about half the atoms are in the class for each type of amino acid.

“I’here  are 110  residues in this class.
“(  kerall  is averaged over all the residues in these proteins. This value is sliph t ly different from the

overall value given  in Table 2 as that value is averaged over the 8 prot!eins.  Xo  KK  indicates all
residues except  Lys  and Arp.  whereas No FYWKK  indicates all residues except Yhe. Tyr.  Try.  Lys  and
Arp.

worst fix Trp and Arg residues. This is partially
explained 1.))~  the fact that hot  h side-chains have
many atoms. Kate.  however. that the three aro-
matic side-chains. His. Phe  and Tyr.  all have at
least as man17  atoms as Arg vet have much lower
side-chain r.‘m  .s.

, .
deviations.  Arg  may be badly

modeled sinw  its wnformation  M-ill be  affected by

solvent and crystal cobact  s. The side-chain r.m .s.
deviations are below 1 A for Pro, Ala. Val  and Leu
residues. The main-chain at!oms.  X.  CA. C’  and 0.
have overall r.m.s.  devktions  of 0*22.  O*i2.  W3O  and
0%  .!I.  respectivelv. showing that modeling of the
oxygen atoms is nkh  less accurate than for other
main-chain atoms.
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matic side-chains are well-predicted. Figure 4 shows
similar corn  parisons  for anot her protein. Aavodoxin
(FXX),  which has more errors. The r.m.s.  of’all  side-
chain atomIs  is 159  A\  and 1.91  ,i  for TXZ  and FXN,
respectivelv  (Table 3).

One of ‘Iche  most useful measures of modeling
would be a simple binary decision: is the part’icular
residue right or wrong?  What is really meant by  t#his
question is whether the residue is close enough to it’s
S-rav  position to be useful for other studies. Here. a
wro&g  side-chain is defined as one whose r.m.s.
deviation exceeds 2 A and Table 4 gives the number
of wrongly modeled side-chains in the eight test
proteins. Comparison of the results for the aromatic
residues with structures drawn in Figures 3 and 4

The  r.m  .s.  deviatJions.  even when sub-divided into
classes of atoms. are of limited value and must be
supplemented by  other measures. The most objec-
tlive  scheme is to show the co-ordinates themselves
in stereoscopic drawings comparing the X -ray and
modeled structures. Here, attention is focused on
the aromaltic  residues. as (1) showing all residues
obscures important. detail. (2)  the aromatic side-
chains are large.  (3) errors in the x1 or x2 torsion
a,ngles  are immediately apparent in the drawing and
(1)  this class is not modeled particularly well (see
Table 3). Figure 3(a) shows these residues for the
13()-residue protein lysozyme  (LYZ).  It is immedi-
ately obvious that &pm&t  match modeling works
extremely well f’or  this protein and that the aro-
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Figure 4. Sitereo view comparing the X-rav (continuous line) and modeled (broken line) positions of all aromatic
residues (His. Phe. Trp and Tyr)  in t’he  proteii Aavodoxin (FXN).  The obvious discrepancies involve Phe69 and Trp90.
Closer inspection shows that Trp6 is shifted and Trp95  is Aippl?d  about x2 so that both these residues are also considered
as errors (see Table 4). The r.m.s. deviation of all side-chain atjoms  is 1.91 A.

indicates that the % A&  threshold corresponds well to
a subjective impression of goodness of fit (for LYZ
in Fig. 3(a). the error rate is 2/M:  for FXI\’ in Fig. 4,
it is 4111).  The error rate depends on the amino
acids involved. The small and non-polar side-chains
are almost all correct. with the exception of Ile,
which has an error rate of 22 90. The overall error
rate for the aromatic residues is 2S”/b, with PTT

having more errors than expected and LYZ  fewer
errors. The polar side-chains are modeled less accur-
ately than non-polar side-chains of comparable size.
It, is not clear whv this should occur since tlhe  van
(der  Waals’ pot,e’ntial  i n c l u d e s  a n  approximatle
hydrogen bonding term. Interactions between these
side-chains and the solvent may have a major
:influence on their conformations. The error rate for

Table 4
Incorrect side-chains for different amino acids

Amino
acid

Fraction incorrecta
u

a&:,1,  CKS PTI CTF KSS LYZ FXS TLS API’ Over-all

O/15
O/4
O/S
Cl!6

l/l3
o/5
O/2
l/5
O/l
o/o

013
O/O
O/l
O/2
o/o

O,'i
Oi6
Oil
ON

o/15

o/3
O/4
o/s

z/30
O/W
l/S
l/3
O/2
O/4

3113

014
O/3
3/6
o/o

5142
O/l5
l/l0
3/10
1  :-i (

1312-t
2E
l/5
‘ii10
314

231124

11192o/21
o/11
O/2
O/S

l/20
ON
o/3
l/3

o/44
O/36

O/8
o/o

6/86
O/28
O/22
5/18
l/l6
O/2

o/54
0 MO
Oil?
O/2

O/l20
0 1 3 9
1133

5/81 19/336
l/24 l/l  10

o/23 2/&l
4/13 M/63
o/21 2/65
O/O o/14

13. Son - polur
Ala 1
\-a1 3
Ile 4
LW 4
Met 4

o/12
O/6
o/ 1
O/2
O/2
O/l

4i8
o/o
31-1

v-1
o/o

l/32
Oil5
Oi8
012
1 /-

,,h

O/38
o/14
O/S
O/5
O/8
O/2

4/43
O/G
l/10
3/15

O/8
O/5

2/14 4111 12159 lOi 35/139
Oil o/o 218 li3 3 1 1 6
O/2 l/5 2/10 5120 11/G
O/6 o/3 S/28 3/14 13/63
215 3/3 213 10 8114

C’.  A rom,atic
His 6
Phe i
TJ.1 8
Trp 1 0

I).  Polur
?? ???Y ? ? ?

ThT 3
As11 4
Gin 5

712'; 2123 12/83 1 7 1 1 1 6 461314
O/6 O/S O/26 3/46 3/106
O/5 O/5 3125 2 1 3 0 7185
2/10 218 4/19 5 1 1 5 18/69
5/6 012 5113 7125 18i54

2111
012
l/6
l/3
o/o

l/4
0 /*I

011
1 !l
04

w 9114 6i24
Oil O/2 Of4
Oi’l 2l’L) 1,‘9
o/o 214 4ilO
1 I2 316 1 ‘1

11 i,=iS 868

El.  ( ‘hargd
*ASp
Mu
1,)-s
Arg

F. All

101’30
l/S
l/3
l/5
7114

18/40

3/g
9/19
5 1 1 0

21154 5:32 81 I---61 4 b)

41 25 4123 ld!‘ii
w o/4 17751
S/l1 1 is 28 it%
6110 010 2 2 1 3 9112

4/46 19/130 291138 51/316 37 1323 182il2O3

“,A  side-chain  is considered incorrect if its r.rr1.s.  deviation exceeds 2.0  Lid  Results are given for the
structures after tight minimization.
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Table 5
Fractiorl  of incorrecf  side-chains for d$ferent  chses  of*

amino acids

Buried
Fraction incorrect

H bonds Reproducible

l/97
O/SO
o/20
ljli

6/170
O/56
O/42
6/32
o/33
O/i

12171 23/68
l/8 a/s
2123 9123
5133 8/30
4/7 417

221161 24/153
l/53 2153
5143 2142
7/35 11134
9/30 9124

O/95
O/SO
O/l9
O/l6

13/166
l/t54
214%
8/31
2132
O/7

32/l 13 49/109
5139 9/38
7126 1 o/25
9/28 19127

11/20 ll/lS

73!612 109/591

l/94 O/98
o/59 O/Al
o/19 o/20
l/l6 o/17

5/16-r  14/17”
O/54 l/56
o/41 2143
4/31 10132
l/32 l/33
O/6 O/8

11166 24/73
4 9 - l/9
3/22 S/24
4131 9132
216 6/S

191154 27/160
li52 2154
3142 4/43
8134 10135
ii26 11128

35/108 46/l  14
5138 9/39
91 25 8126

12127 IS/28
9il8 13121

711586 111/617

O/l  14 l/713
O/ii 0 i-43
o/20 Ol9
o/17 Id6

3/1x 16il62
O/57 1 I53
o/44 -“i-i0
2/3’ 12131
l/33 1:32

O/8 W6
10/7-t 25165
l/9 -1  !-

2124 ,;;,
3/32 10!31
419 4’5

19/163 Z/151
1 i54 z/52

3/44 4’41
8136 10,‘33
‘ii’29 11 I25

36/l  14 43ilO8
5j40 9i37
7126 10125

12128 16127
12120 lo/l9

68/639 1141564

the cha*rged  side-chains is verv high, especiallv  for
Arg. whose conformation is wrong more often *than
right. Overall. there are 182 wrong side-chains out
of 1203 for an error rate of 1(5  yO.  If the charged side-
chains are omitted, the error rate drops to 1000  (101
wrong out of 981).

It is instructive to compare the number of incor-
rect side-chains in tlhe  sub-class of residues that’ is
most buried with the sub-class that is least buried
(the remaining residues). Similar comparisons can
be done using the extent of hvdropen bonding and
the modeling- reproducibility ‘as criteria to define
sub-classes of residues. Results for the non-polar
amino acids are most dramatic (see Table 5). Of the
1’74  side-chains modeled with the smallest variance.
only three are judged incorrect. For the other 162
non-polar side-chains. there are 16  errors. Thus, the
error rate (calculated as (lt;/162)/(3/174))  is almost
six  times lower for those side-chains modeled most
reproducibly relative to those side chains modeled
least reproducible.  The criteria of being most buried
or most hydrogen bonded also gave lower error rates
(by 2CAfold  and 2* 7 -fold. respectively). This trend is
seen also for the aromatic amino acids where the
error rates are PO,  2*O  and 2.8 t imes lower for
buried. hvdrogen bonded ad  reproduciblv  modeled
side-chains. respect ively  . For non-polar’ and aro-
matic, amino acids taken together. there are  a total
of 13  incorrect side-chains out of’ the 2il-8  modeled

most reproducibly. giving an error rate of 5 76. For
these amino acids. modeling reproducibility is a
better criterion than being buried or hvdrogen
bonded. It  is  noteworthv  that reproducibilitv  of
every atom is obtained directly from segment match
modeling and without any reference to the known
structure. whereas burial and hydrogen bonding are
derived from t’he  S-rav  co-ordinates. Reproducible
side-chains are simply those that are modeled in the
same way in the independent runs of the program.
For the polar and charged side-chains, none of the
criteria is able to reduce the error rate very signifi-
cantlv.  Fo.r  these amino acids the error rates acre  1*4.
l-3 and 14  times lower for buried, hvdrogen bondedL
and reproducible side-chains, respectively

(c) IXzg  less information

Encouraged by  the accuracy of segment match
modeling using all c” atoms. attempts were made
to use less information. This is done in two ways;
(1) provide co-ordinates for a subset of the (‘I’  atoms
and (2) inlroduce  errors intio  the C”  co-ordinates.

Ta,ble  6 shows  the r.m.s.  deviat ions of  models
built with fewer than all (1’  atoms. The Table shows
the deviations obtained by  energy minimization
from the IS-rav  structure. Overall values are givenc
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(iii) Yrptidr units’
1’; -rat?- 1 0 0
All 9 3
htl 96
3 r d s.5
4th 7.’

aResults  are reported for tight minimization: overall values. averaged  over the 8 proteins. are also
ven fiw  f’rw  minimization.
bThe row titled S-ray gives  the r.m.s.  deviation values  f’or  the structures obtained af’ter a control f’ree
inimization  of’ the S-w!-  w-ordinates.
“( :aps  are inserted by eliminating some of the (ICI  atoms f’rom the information used for segment match
odeling.
dLA torsion angle  is taken as wrong if’ its value is further than 30 L f’rom  the value in the S-ra\
ructure.
‘Thv  rou*  titled S-ra)-  gives the  percentage  correct f’or  the structures obtained af’ter  a control tight
inimizat  ion of the S-ray  cw-ordinates.
‘A  peptide  is taken as ~vIwII~  if’ the deviation of’ the peptide  oxygen  atom is greater than 1% *i.
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for minimization that is tightly restrained (tight)
and unrestrained (free). As fewer (1” a’toms  are used.
the models become progressively less accurate. This
is particularly true when using every fourth C”
atom. where the overall all-atom r.m.s. rises to
Z-51  X. and the main-chain r.m.s. is l-61 .L When
using every third Ca atom, the r.m.s. values are
much more like t)hose obtained with all C”  atoms
(Vi7 Li for all-atoms, O-86  A for main-chain). Two
proteins. CRX and CTF are modeled exceptionallv
well from every third (I” atom with all-atom r.m.s.
deviat(ions  of l-25  A and 1.36 A, respectively. It is
remarkable that such small deviations can be
obtained when using the known positions of only 16
and 23 C”  atoms for CRK and CTF. respectively.

Unrestrained energv minimization starting at the
X-rav  structure causes significant r.m.s. deviation
of the main chain (0.64 A), which is comparable with
that obtained when modeling from all C”  atoms
(0*80 A). The side-chains of the relaxed X-ray  struc-
ture are much closer to the actual F-ray structure
than for the models (r.m.s. of 0.97 A as opposed to
l-98 A). The large deviation caused bv energv
minimization is the reason the known C”  atoms a&
restrained to their X-ray positions. It seems likely
t,hat the deviation is caused by inappropriate energy
terms for the part of the potential energy function
affecting main-chain conformation.

The C”  chain paths of models of PTI with every
second. third or fourth C”  atom are compared in
Figure 5 with the path in the X-rav  structure. It is
interesting that the PTI model built from every
third C”  atom is closer to the X-ray structure than
that built with everv second C”  atom. The PTT
model built using every fourth C”  atom has a high C”
r.m.s. deviation of l-90  A. Two other small proteins,
CRIK and CTF. did better with everv fourth Ca atom
(Fig. 6) in that the modeled chain “path follows the
a,cttual  path accurately. It is rema*rkable  that
building a model based on the known positions of a
quarter of the C”  atoms works so well.

The models generat!ed  using different fractions of
the C”  atoms had a range of main and side-chain
deviations from the X-ray structures. A plot of the
side-chain r.m.s. against ‘the main-chain r.m.s. (see
Fig. 7) shows a linear relationship that, is indepen-
dent of’ protein size or number of gaps. Clearly. anv
improvement of the side-chains will depend on
better modeling of the main-chain.

(ii) Errors in the co-ordinates provided

Segment ma’tch modeling works well when using
the exact Ca co-ordinates. Tests done with increams-
ingly  large errors in positions of the C”  atoms (Table
7) show that the modeling accuracy is independent
of the rnaprmude  of the error for r,m.s. errors of less
than , 1 A. For exaOmple. the overall all-atom r.m.s. is
1.66 ,A wit,h a 1 A error and l-48  A with no error.
Comparison of devialtions  obtained with fewer C”
atoms and with errors shows that a 2 A error is
roughly comparable to using every fourth C”  atom,
whereas a 1 Li error is comparable to using all Ca
atoms. The lack of dependence of the accuracy of

Table 7
Effects of  Pa errors on r.m.s. deviations of free

minimization models

Protein
r.m.s.  deviation with (1” errora  (A)

o-0 o-25 o-5 1-O 2-o

A. Pa  atoms
( ‘RX O-64
PTT O-68
CTF o-53
RSS 077
LYS O-66
FSX O-67
TLX O-77
APP O-68
Overall O-68

13.  Nain-chain  atoms
CRX o-92
PTI 0.81
CTF o-59
RSS O-86
LYZ O-76
FSS O-78
TLS O - 8 8
API’ O-76
Overall O-80

C Side-chain atoms
CRX l-71
PTI 2.60
CTF 1.52
RSS 2.26
LYZ l-86
FSS 2.07
TLX 2.17
APP 1.65
Overall l-98

D. A11 atoms
CRY 1.33
PTI l-91
CTF l-10
RNS l-68
LYZ l-42
FSX l-55
TLS l-63
APP l-25
(Ivera l-48

O-63 O-62
0.69 0.76
0.59 0.56
O-65 O-67
O-64 0.60
O-76 O-76
0.72 o-71
o-74 o-74
@68 O-68

O-69 l-65
o-74 l-57
0.79 1.58
o-74 1.76
o-7 1 1.44
0.77 1.53
o-79 1.60
O-82 l-48
O-76 1.58

O-67
0*88
O-72
o-71
0.78
O-84
O-86
O-83
0.79

O-72
O-96
O-68
o-73
0.75
0.88
0*8i
O-82
O-80

0.93
o-90
O-87
0.87
O-83
O-88
0.93
o-90
O-89

1.77
1 a64
l-58
l-81
1.51
l-62
1.69
l-52
l-64

1.77 l-67 2.10 3.00
2.42 2.49 2.77 3.64
l-74 1.78 2-31 3.45
2.03 2.17 2-17 4.19
2-02 2.05 2.05 3.37
2-08 2.24 2.20 3.50
2.16 1.96 2*20 3.58
l-79 l-77 2.07 3-11
2.00 2.02 2-23 3.48

1.27
l-81
1.28
l-50
l-52
1.57
l-62
1.35
l-49

1.23
l-87
l-29
1.59
l-54
l-68
l-50
1.34
1.51

1.56 2.38
2.04 2.80
1.67 2.58
1.62 3.18
l-56 2.60
l-66 2.70
l-66 2.76
1.54 2.38
l-66 2.67

the model ton the accuracy of the co-ordinates indi-
cates that) segment match modeling can be used to
refine co-ordinates produced by an initial tracing of
an electron densit.v  map (Jones & Thirup, 1986)..

(d) Torsion angles

The accuracy of modeled side-chain conforma-
tions can a!lso  be judged by the values of the side-
chain torsilon  angles. Table 6 gives the percentage
correct x1 and x2 torsion angles in the models gener-
ated here. By wa.y of reference, energy minimization
of the X-ra,y structure causes about1 loo,6  of the x1
angles and 200,b of the x2 angles to deviat<e by more
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(a)

(c

J29

Figure 5. The Ca  chain path in the pancreatic trysin  inhibitor (PTT)  models built, using (a) every 2nd Y position. (b)
every 3rd (” posit’ion  and (c) every 4th Ca  posi t ion.  The X-ray structure is  drawn in continuous l ines and the modeled
structure is shown in broken lines. In each case. segment match modeling has prodwed  a full set of atomic w-ordinat’es
but only the C”  chain is shown for greater clarity. When modeling with 2 or 3 gaps. labels mark the residues fix which (‘(’
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Figure 6. The C’ chain path in models of (a) crambin  (CRX)  and (b) L7/L12 ribosomal protein fragment (CTF) built
using every 4th CJ position. For both these proteins. the results are much better than for trypsin inhibitor (see Fig. 5) in
that the S-ray chain path (continuous line) remains close to the modelled path (broken line): the corresponding r.m.s.
deviations for the C”  atoms are l-19 A i  and 1*16 A.  respectivelv. c Residues used to provide the (1”  co-ordinat’es  are labeled.

than 30”  from the X-ra,y values. The overall side-
chain r.m.s. deviation of these structures is @97  A.
which is considered to be a very small value. The
percentage of correct x1 angles is also about 109.b
higher for the modeled structures (see Fig. 8).

The best models, generated using all (1” atoms!
ha’d between 62 yO and 92 O. of x1 angles correct
(7 k ,(). overall) and between 48 o/O and 78 y. of x2c) 0
correct (60 C&7 overall). As fewer C”  atoms are used,
the number of correct angles decreases to 52o/, for
x1 and 41 “/h for x2 (ever\- 4th). Given that! the
side-chain r.m.s. deviation‘is 3.46 Lk for this struc-

ture, it is clear that the percentage x torsion angles
correct is’ not a very sensitive criterion. Table 6
gives overall percentages correct for both free and
restrained (tight) minimization: the values are very
similar. Bly contrast, the side-chain r.m.s. deviation
is alwaSps  significantly smaller with the tight minim-
iza,tion  (see Table 6).

The percentage of correct’ peptide units is also
given in Table 6: The best models have about 957;
of the peptide groups in correct conformations,
which is much lower than the percentage in the
minimized X-ray structures (99 yd). With larger

(w-ordinates are assumed to be known. The model and X-ray chain paths are very close when using every 2nd Cz  position
or every  3rd Cz  position. When using ever) 4th C3[  posit,ion.  there are greater differences. In particular. t,here is a rigid
t,ody  shift of the 3 1 O helix (residues 2 to 7) that is coupled ,to a distortion of the C  terminus of the a-helix (residues 54  tlo
x).  The ( ” r.m.s.  deviations are 048  A.  0%  X and 1*61  A.  respectively.
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Main-chain rm s dewatlon  (8)

Figure 7.  A plot showing the linear relationship
between side-chain and main-chain r.m.s. deviations. The
values obtained by minimization of the X-rap structures
are shown as filled circles. The other 32 values (open
circles) represent different segment match modeling using
different, numbers of C” co-ordinates. The linear relation-
ship between side-chain and main-chain r.m.s. deviation is
preserved for different proteins and for different gap sizes.

gaps, the error rate is much higher. Even with
models built using every fourth C”  atom, 68% of
peptide groups are modeled correctlv:  this is high
when one considers that one C”  position is specified
for four peptide groups.

8 0

60

90

X, or x2  angle tOi

0
180

Figure 8. The distribut!ion  of y torsion angle errors for
all W3 non-Glv  and non-Ala side-chains in the 8 proteins
modeled. x I angles (shown as open circles) are modeled
more accurately than l2 angles (shown as filled circles).

Table 8
Energies of X-ray and modeled structuresc

Protein

Energy” (kcal/mol)
All-atom Diff

r.m.sd  ( A )  T o t a l  /Atomb Diff (O/h)

(IRS S-ray
All
Everv 2ndL
Every 3rd
Every 4th
PTI S-ray
All
Every 2nd
Every 3rd
Every 4th
CTF S-ray
All
Every 2nd
Every 3rd
Every 4th
RNS  S-ray
All
Every 2nd
Every 3rd
Every 4th
LYZ S-ray
All
Every 2nd
Every 3rd
Every 4th
FXS  X-ray
All
Every 2nd
Every  3rd
Eve& 4th
TLS’  X-ray
All
Every 2nd
Every 3rd
Every 4th
APP S-ray
All
Every 2nd
Every 3rd
Every 4th

0.70 - 3 7 4 - 1.14 0 0.0
1.33 - 356 - 1.07 18 4 . 8
155 - 362 - 1.10 12 3.2
1.41 - 3 5 3 - 1.06 21 5.6
1.65 - 353 - 1.06 21 5.6
0.72 - 4 5 2 -0-98 0 0.0
1.91 - 4 6 6 - 1.02 - 1 4 - 3 . 1
1 . 7 8 - 4 3 2 - 0.94 20 4.4
1.90 - 4 2 0 -0.91 3 2 7.1
3.50 -371 -0.80 81 17.9
ON - 6 2 2 - 1.26 0 0.0
1.10 -621 - 1.26 1 0.1
lo45 - 607 - 1.24 1 5 2 . 4
1.70 - 595 - 1.21 2 7 4.3
2-08 - 564 - 1.15 58 9.3
0 . 8 2 -1151 - l-20 0 0.0
1.68 -1128 - 1.17 2 3 2.9
1 . 8 5 - 1086 - 1.14 65 5.6
2 . 0 3 - 1046 - PO9 1 0 5 9.1
3 . 2 7 - 907 - 0.94 244 2 1 . 2
0.81 - 1262 - 1.21 0 o-0
1 . 5 5 - 1219 - 1.18 43 3.4
1.64 -1192 - 1 % 7 0 5.5
2.40 - 1092 - 1.04 1 7 0 13.5
2.74 - 1043 - 1.00 219 17.4
0.90 - 1225 - lo13 0 o-0
1.55 - 1287 - 1.18 - 6 2 - 5 . 1
2 . 0 8 -1144 - 1.05 81 6.6
1 ?? 94 - 1236 - 1.15 - 1 1 -0.9
2*66 - 1086 - 1.00 1 3 9 11.3
O-96 - 3267 - 1.33 0 o-0
1.63 -3196 - 1.30 71 2.2
1.91 - 3094 - 1.26 1 7 3 5.3
2.60 - 3002 - 1.22 265 8.1
3 . 1 5 - 2844 - 1.16 423 1 2 . 9
0.73 -3129 - 1.31 0 o-0
1.25 - 3034 - l-27 9 5 3.0
1.81 -2812 - 1.18 3 1 7 10.1
1.96 - 2782 - 1.16 347 11.1
2 . 6 2 -2601 - l-08 528 16.9

“The atomic co-ordinates of the model structures and X-ray
structures are both subjected to 606 cycles of energy
minimization without any restraints on the positions of the C”
atoms. Energy parameters used are those given by Levitt 1983a.

b/Aton~  is the total energy divided by the number of non-
hydrogen atoms in the particular protein.

“Diff is the difference between the total energies of the models
and the S-ray structures.

dThe r.m.s.  deviations of all non-hydrogen atoms are relative
to the un-minimized X-ray co-ordinates.

(e) Energy rejinement

Energy minimization is used to refine the mean
structures generated by segment match modeling.
During this refinement the stereochemistry of the
structure is improved as bond lengths, bond angles
and torsion angles are standardized, short non-
bonded contacts are eliminated and hvdrogen bonds
formed where possible. The value of the energy after
free minimization should indicate the extent of
favora,ble  interactions in the models and is analyzed
further (see Table 8).

As is to be expected. the total energv of the
minimized X-rap co-ordinates depends on tke  size of
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Figure 9.  A  plot showing the relationship between
calculated potential energy and all- atom r.m.s. deviation
from the S-rav  structure. Results are presented for all the
-k()  structures generated by CiW  steps of unrestrained (free)
energy minimization of (a) the 8 S-ray structures (shown
as filled  circles)  and (b) the 1 models  generated bj
segment match modeling using all. every 2nd. every 3rd
or e v e r y  4th  (” co-ordmate.  respectively. The relative
energy is expressed as 100  ( lyi--  t7X)  i i CT:.  where Eli  is the
total potential energy after minimization of the particular
model and l7x is the corresponding energy for the mini-
mized S-ray structure. In general. there is a trend for
models with higher energy values to deviate more from
the S-ray  structure.  Of  the 32 modeled structures .  3
actually have lower energies  than the corresponding
S-ray structure and are shown as f i l led squares.  The
relationship between energ&v  and r.m.s. deviation is best
for r.m.s.  values above 2 A. which suggests that energy
can be used to discriminate between less accurat’e  models
and that
improve 8

further energ\<.
uch  models.

minimization could be used to

the protein. The energy per atom a’lso increases with
protein size but certain molecules are unusual (PTI
has onlv -0-98 kcalimol atom whereas TLK has
- 1.33 kcalimol atom). There seems to be no simple
correlation between the ease of modeling and this
energy density. The percentage difference in total
energy is more well-behaved. The plot of percentage
energy difference aga’inst  r.m.s. deviation (see Fig.
9) presents data for all the 40  minimized structures
in Table 8 and shows that the structures with high
r.m.s. deviations did have less favorable
interactions.

The structures derived bv minimization from the
X-rav  struct,ures  generallv ‘had lower energies than
any of the corresponding models. There are three
exceptions: two models built with all C”  atoms (PTI
and FXX) and the model of FSX built with every
third Ca atom (these are shown as filled circles in
Fig. 6). This points out the difficultv of using energ\
minimization to refine tJhe models further. For large
r.m.s. deviations from the X-ray structure (above
ZA) more extensive energy minimization used
t)ogether  with annealing (Levitt. 1983b)  may be able
to improve the fit to the S-ray structure. For
smaller r.m.s. deviations, more minimization may

converge on a low-energy structure that is difierent
from the X-rav  structure. As it is unlikelv that
minima with loiver  free energy really exist near the
X-rav  structure. this must reflect a8 defect in the
pot,elltial  energv function.c

4. The Effect of Parameters on Segment
Match Modeling

Segment match modeling is controlled by a
number of’ different parameters that must be set to
specified values. Table 9 shows the effects of the
changes in these parameters on the overall main-
chain. side-chain and all-atom r.m.s. deviation of
the models generated wit/h different fractions of
known C”  atoms.

The random number seed has no effect on the
r.m.s. deviations of the models: essentially the same
resultIs are obtained with five different random
numbers. The number of independent models
averaged t,o  give the mean model is more important;
the r.m.s. deviations are significantly higher when
averaging fewer than five models: averaging 20
models gives better results than the standard value
of ten used here.

A surprising finding is the relative insensitivity to
t#he number and a’ccuracy of the proteins in the data
base. Use of all 76 proteins listed in Table 1 is only
slight,ly  better (I18 A all-atom r.m.s.) than using
the 43 structures with resolution better than 1.8  A
(I*19 A all-atom r.m.s.) or the 34 remaining lower-
resolution structures (1% A all-atom r.m.s.). Kse  of
a minimal data ba,se  consisting of seven of the eight
test proteins (the protein being modele4 is always
excluded) also works quite well (1.45 A all-atom
r.m.s.) although now there are onlv about 1000
residues being used to provcde standard
conformat,ions.

The segment length, LY which is specified
separately for main-chain and side-chain modeling,
does affect t’he r.m.s. deviation, particula’rlv that of
the side-chains. For side-chains. increasing the
segment length from three to five leads to signifi-
cantly worse models. It is interesting that the
optimum values are L, = 4 for main-chain and
L, = 3 for side-chain. Using these L values together
gives more accurate models than obtained bv our
standard conditions of L = 3 for both main and
side-chain modeling.

How important is it to ensure that the segment
from the data base does not clash with the growing
target structure ? This is tested by not checking the
van der Waals’ energy. For main-chain. omitting
the check had no detectable effect: for side-chains
there is a significant! effect with the side-chain r.m.s.
increasing from l-65  A with the check to 2.13 A
wit,hout  it.

One of the most complicated parts of segment
match modeling is the choice of the best fragment
using the pseudo-energy composed of r.m.s. devia-
tion and van der Waals’ energy (see Methods.
section (c)(iv)). This choice is made with some
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Table 9
EJect  of parameters on overall  T.M~  .s.  deviations

Data
base

Parametersa
Main Side

Ayf(  Aya,  L p S,  L p S,

r.m.s. deviation (@

Main Side All

(i)  ran,dom number
,411 1 10 3 0 3
All 2 1 0 3 0 3
All 3 10 3 0 3
All 4 1 0 3 0 3
A11 5 1 0 3 5 3

(ii) Ikry ?Lumber  of models averaged
All 4 1 3 0 3
All 4 2 3 0 3
All 4 5 3 0 3
A l l 4 1 0 3 0 3
All 4 2 0 3 0 3

(iii) kwy  duta  base size
All 4 10 3 0 3
1st 4 1 0 3 0 3
2nd 4 1 0 3 0 3
7Pr 4 1 0 3 0 3

(iv) I’wy I,  (zone length)
All 4 1 0 3 0 3
All 4 1 0 3 0 3
All 4 1 0 3 0 3
All 4 1 0 4 0 3
A11 4 1 0 4 0 3
All 4 1 0 4 0 3
All 4 1 0 5 0 3
All 4 1 0 5 0 3
All 4 1 0 5 0 3

(v)  Omit van  der W’aals’  checking
Al l 4 1 0 3 0 3
All 4 1 0 3 - 1 3
All 4 1 0 3 - 1 3

(vi) Vary S,  (choice subset) with p = (
All 4 1 0 3 0 1
All 4 1 0 3 0 2
All 4 1 0 3 0 3
All 4 1 0 3 0 4
All 4 1 0 3 0 5

(vii) I’trry  p (Boltzmann factor)
All 4 10 3 1 0 5
All 4 1 0 3 -2 3
All 4 1 0 3 2 3
All 4 1 0 3 1 0 3

1%  Kvery  2 n d
All 4 1 0 5 1 0 5
All 4 2 0 5 1 0 5
All 4 1 0 5 1 0 5
All 4 1 0 5 0 3
All 4 1 0 5 0 2

(‘. Ewry ??3rd
All 4 1 0 5 1 0 5
All 4 2 0 5 1 0 5
All 4 1 0 5 1 0 (‘,
All 4 1 0 5 0 3
All 4 10 ;5 0 2

3
3
3

0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3

0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3

0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3

0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3

0 3
0 3

-1 3

0 1
0 2
0 3
0 4
0 5

10 5
2 3
2 3

10 3

10 5
10 5
10 5
0 3
0 2

10 5
10  5
10 5
0 3
0 2

- -

- -

0 . 6 5
0.63
O-66
O - 6 7
0~70

0*4,5 l-69
O-46 l-69
O-46 1.70
046 1 . 6 5
o-45 l-68

1.21
l-21
l-22
1.18
l-20

0.52 2.25 1.59
0.49 l-88 l-34
O-46 1.68 1.20
046 1 . 6 5 1 . 1 8
o-44 l-61 1.15

0 . 4 6 1 . 6 5
o-45 l-66
O-46 l-75
o-5 1 2.04

1 . 1 8
l-19
1.25
l-45

046 1.65
O-46 l-87
0.45 1*97
0.40 l-62
o-40 l-80
0.38 2-03
o-45 1.65
O-45 l+iO
o-44 l-93

1 . 1 8
1.32
1.39
l-15
l-27
l-42
l-18
l-28
l-37

046 1 . 6 5
0.44 l-66
0.44 2-13

1 . 1 8
l-18
l-50

0’55 l-82 1.31
O-48 l-65 1.19
0.46 1.65 1 . 1 8
0.44 1.69 1.20
o-43 1.70 1.21

O-46
0.43
o-44
0*40

0 . 7 4
o-72
o=i4
0 . 7 7
o-79

1 . 0 7
l-02
1*05
l-15
1.14

1.95 l-38
2.02 1.42
2.06 1.45
2.12 1.50

2 . 1 5 1 . 5 8
2.14 l-57
2.24 1 a63
2 . 1 3 1 . 5 6
2.13 157

1 . 8 4
l-78
1*9:!

2 . 0 1
p()L’
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Data
base

Table 9 (Continued)

Parametersa
Main S i d e

s,  *I-,,  L p xc L p x, ( ICI

r.m.s.  deviation (A)

Main

I). Ewry  4th
All 4
All 4
A l l 4
All 4
All 4

10 5 10 5 5 10 5 I.79 I-77 3.24 2.57
20 5 1 0 5 C 5 10 5 l-66 1.64 3.06 24%
1 0 5 10 5 3 10 5 l-69 l-69 3.32 z*,59
10 5 0 3 3 0 3 1.81 l-81 3.47 2.72
1 0 5 0 2 3 0 2 1.85 l+M 3.50 2.75

The r.m.s.  deviations are the overall values averaged over the 8 test proteins using the mean
structures before any  energy minimization. Such minimization will increase these deviation values
slightly (see Table 2).

“The parameters are as follows: Data base is All. for all 76  proteins, lst,  for 43 high-resolution
proteins. 2nd, for 34 lower resolution proteins and 7pr, for 7 of the 8 test proteins. KR  is the random
number seed. S,, is the number of independent models averaged. L is the segment length. /I  is the
Boltzmann  weight. S,  is the number of top matches selected from (these last 3 parameters can be
specified independent 1) for main-chain and side-chain modeling). Bold-face indica’tes standard
parameter values and the parameters that have been changed.

degree of randomness controlled bv the parameter
/3, which acts like an inverse temperature. When p is
high, the best segment is more likelv to be chosen:
when p is zero. any segment is chosen. This choice is
further controlled bv X,. the number of good
segments from which the segment is chosen. ‘The
standard conditions set /? = b and Xc = 3. Good
results are obtained for Xc between 2 and 5 (see
Table 9).

When one considers models built with fewer
known atoms, the role of positive p is more impor-
tant. The standard conditions have to be amended
in that the main-chain segment length, L, must be
increased from three to five to prevent instabilities
in the co-ordinate fitting procedures. When using
every third or fourth C”  atom. significantly better
results are obtained with /3 = 10 and IV,  = 5. To
a,ccommodate this situation, the program has two
sets of standard conditions. When there are no
missing C”  atoms in the segment. the parameters are
L = 3 for main and side-chain. /I = 0 and S, = 3.
When t’here are missing Ca atoms in the segment,
t,he  parameters are L, = 5 for main-chain, L, = 3
for side-chain, /I = 10 and X, = 5. This choice is
made completely automatically for each segment
under construction so thalt  no human intervention is
required.

5. Discussion

(a) Hozc  good are the models?

When using all (1” atoms. the present method is
able to calculate positions for main-chain atoms
with an accuracy of ($4 A and side-chain atoms with
an accuracy of l-8 A. How good are these values?,
,Judging  tJhe significance of r.m.s. deviation values is
subjective. It is further complicated by the verv
non-linear nature of this measure: an r.m.s. devia-
t,ion of 3 A is much more than twice as bad as an
r.m.s. deviation of 1*5 A. On the other hand. the
accuracy of the calculated models is crucial if one is
to be able to use these methods to help refine S-ray
structure. model homologous proteins, etc.

The most direct criterion is visual inspection of
modeled and X-ray co-ordinates superimposed in
stereo drawings. For example. in Figure 3(a), it is
clear that 2 of the 11 aromatic side-chain are incor-
rect (side-chain r.m.s. deviation great than 2 A).
When using a,11 C”  atoms, almost 90y0  of the side-
chains are modeled with this accuracy. When using
every second C”  atom, the overall side-chain r.m.s.
increases from 1.78 A to 2.24 A and the number of
correctily modeled side-chains drops t,o  7576.
Comparison of Figure 3(a) and (b) clearly shows
that the prediction of the aromatic side-chains of
lvsozvme gets
Ijositions.

worse when using half the C”

There are two computationallv derived measures
of r.m.s. deviation that can hklp appreciate the
accuracy of the present* method. energy minimiza-
tion and m.olecular  dynamics. Energy minimization
from the X-rav  struct!ure is alwavs found to cause a
shift of atomic co-ordinates. T!he extent of this
deviation depends on strength of the restraint to the
S-rav  strulcture.  With no restraint, the r.m.s. devia-
tion is  0.64 A for t,he  main-chain and 0.97 A for the
side-chains. The main-chain value is much larger
than that obtained by segment match modeling
using a tight restjraint (0.42 A. see Table 6) and
comparable wi!h that obtained using every second
C”  atom (0~66  A). Th is indicates that energy minim-
ization is spoiling the fit of the backbone atoms tie
the X-rav  (data. This must be due to a defect in the
energy p&ara,meters  that had not been apparent till
now. Until the energy functions are corrected, it will
not, be possible to model the main chain more accur-
ately than about O-5 A; this value is small enough
for most purposes and much smaller than the devia-
tions of the side-chains. The side-chain deviations
obtained by free minimization of the X-ray struc-
tures are much smaller than those obtained b?
modeling (IO*97 Li compared with 1.78 A).

Molecular dvnamics that also starts from the
X-rav  structure is more powerful than energ)
minimization in two respects, the conformation can
move further than the first local energy minimum



and solvent can be  included. In the relativel\-
accurate  simulations of the small protein BPTT in
solution ( Levitt &  Sharon. 1988).  the main-chain
r.m.s.  deviation from the S-ray structure reaches a
platjeau  va lue  of  12 j. while the corresponding
deviation of the side-chain atoms reaches MO A.
These values are comparable with those found for
BI’TI  modeled from either all or onlv  half the Cyac
atoms.

There is an experimental measure that also helps
appreciate the accuracy of the modeling: the r.m.s.
deviation between protein co-ordinates before and
after refinement. Protein co-ordinates at different
stages of refinement can have missing atoms
(usually only the side-chains) or duplicated atoms
(multiple side-chain conformations in very well-
refined structures) making calculation of the r.m.s.
deviation problematic. Restricting attent,ion to the
six cases where the two proteins have the same
number of atoms and the C,“”  r.m.s.  deviation is less
than 06 A,  gives r.m.s. differences of O-16  to 0*67  *i
for main-chain and of 028 A% to 1%  Ai for side-
chain. Segment match modeling gives very similar
r.rn.s. deviations (0*40  Ai from main chain. 128  A for
all-atoms).

(b)  I’ompariso,~  with  other methods

There have been a number of other attempts to
model protein co-ordinates using the amino acid
sequence and some known atomic co-ordinates. In
comparing these methods with segment match
modeling attention is focused on three aspects: (1) is
the modeling automatic or manual: (2) what atoms
are modeled (main-chain only or main-chain and
side-chain): (3) how much information is used (all C’”
atoms, all main-chain a.toms.  main-chain and Cp
atoms). In comparing the success of other methods
with SMM. two criteria are used: (1) the accuracy of
the rnodeled co-ordinates (r.m.s. deviation from the
known X-rav  structure) and (2) the dependence on
known atomic positions.

Jones &  Thirup (1986) pioneered the use of a
data’  base of segments from known proteins. While
their method, described more full?  by  Jones et a*Z.
(1991). has proved invaluable in the interpretation
of electron density maps. it is not automatic and has
not been systJematically  tested in modeling from
partial co-ordinate data.

Another manual modeling attempt involved
building one protein, flavodoxin. from the known C”
co-ordinates (Reid &  Thornton. 1989). Although
their structure is not generated automatically. these
experienced researchers expended much effort to
ensure that the modeling was objective and based
on well-defined rules. The r.m.s. deviation obtained
for the main-chain atoms. which were generated lo\
t’he  method of’ Jones S- Thirup ( 1986). is 051  X.
whereas that obtained for the side-chain atoms is
$41  A.  These values have served as standards for
several of the automatic schemes. In  the present
work, the corresponding values of 041 A and 1 ?? 91 A.
respectlively  (see Table 2). are significantly better.

In fact. the model of f-lavodoxin  built here wit 11
every third Va  atom has r.rn.s. deviations of’ OM)  j
for main-chain and 235 A  for side-chain atoms
(Table 6). These values are comparable with the
value obtained by  Reid &  Thornton ( 19%~)  using
three times as many known (Ia  positions.

The first study to use aut,ornatic search of’ a
segment data base (C’laessens  el  cnl..  1989) focused on
building the main chains of three proteins (triose
phosphate isomerase. citrate svnthase  and carbosv-
peptidase)  from the positions’ of all the Y  at,orns.
The average r.m.s. deviation thev obt)ain  for the
main chain is 061  ,A.  which is ‘higher than the
overall value of (0*42  A. see Table 2)  found here for
eight different proteins. In fact, their value obtaSined
using ever-y (Y’ atom is more comparable with our
value obtained using ever-y second (1’  atorn  (0*66  .A.
see Table 6). They d<id.  however, point out that the
rebuilt backbone is rela:tively  insensitive to errors in
the Y  positions. This insensitivity. which was also
observed by Helm &,  Sander (1991) and in the
present results mav be a propert:v  of the data base. .
approach.

Molecular dvnamics was used to build protein
structures from the Y  co-ordinates in an intriguing
study that did not use any data base of known
protein structures (Correa,  1990).  Results for
three proteins (&ytic  protease, troponin C”  and
flavodoxin) are impressive with main-chain r.m.s.
deviations ranging from O-19  A to O-49  A. and all-
atom r.rn.s. deviations from l-24 A to I*68 A. His
results for flavodoxin of O-49  A for main chain and
1.64 Li  for all-atoms are worse than the values
obtained here (044 A and l-37 A, respectively? s e e
Table 2 ) .  T h e met’hod requires considerable
computer resources: modeling a protein with 200
residues takes about 40 hours on the Star ST-50
computer using a highly optimized version of the
program GEMS.  This is equivalent to at least 100
hours on the Silicon Graphics 41>/25.  Nevertheless.
it,  is very impressive that molecular dynamics can
produce such accurate models without recourse to a
data base of refined structures. These results suggest
that extensive molecular dvnamics  fol lowed b\
energy minimization is able to reproduce the details
of t’he  natjive  protein conformation.

There have been three recent Iv published studies
aut80maticallJ m o d e l i n g side-chain co-ordinates
from a known main-chain structure. The first of
these (Lee & Subbiah, 1991) is unique in that it does
not make any use of a data base of segments or a
librarv  of side-chain conformations. Instead, simu-
lated ‘annealing is used to optimize the packing of
side-chains using van der W’aals’  interactions.
Results obtained on the same sample of eight test
proteins used here give overall side-chain r.m.s.
deviations of 1.77  A: which is verv similar to the
value of 1*78  A obtained here. T”hese  results are
most impressive especially if one considers that
their r.m.s.  value omits Ala a,nd  Pro side-chains and
C?  atoms (the deviation of these atoms is lower than
average. so that a comparison over the same sets of
atoms would f’avor  Lee &  Subbiah). The present
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study requires fewer known atomic positions (the
set of all (la atoms is 0.2 the size of the set of
main-chain plus Cp atoms) and runs about 20 times
faster (30 min for FXN  as opposed to 600 min). The
Lee & Subbiah (1991) method does not rely on a
data base of known protein structures making its
excellent performance very impressive. The major
drawback to this approach, in contrast t,o  the
present method, is that the main-cha’in  at,oms are
required and the main chain is held fixed.

Holm & Sander (1991) have used a method that
combines a data base search for the main-chain
conformation with simulated annealing for the side-
chains. When tIested on the C”  co-ordinates of
known proteins, the r.m.s. deviation of the main
chain is between 0.4 A and 0.6 A. This is comparable
with the overall main-chain r.m.s. deviation of
0.42 A found here. The r.m.s. of the side-chains
added to these models have r.m.s. deviations of
2.21 A. compared to the value of 1=78 A found here.
The percentage of correct x1 angles is slightlv lower
than found here (70 o/6 as against 72 o;b,  see Table 6).
Their method is fast, allowing a side-chain to be
built in four seconds. Tufferv et al. (1991). who use a#
method similar t,o  that used by Holm & Sander
(1991) get similar results in a tlest  that assumes that
all backbone atoms are known (side-chain r.m.s. of
1.84 A and 1.91 A. respectively).

Overall. t,he  segment match modeling procedure is
more powerful than all other published methods in
that it works with less information and still
produces the most accurate models. For example,
the overall r.m.s. deviation of side-chain atoms
found here is as good when using onlv half the C”
atoms (2.26 A) as Holm and Sander (i991) achieve
using all C”  atoms (2-21  A). The accuracy achieved
here using all C”  atoms (1.78 A) is better than that,
achieved by Holm & Sander (1991) or Tuffery  et al.
(19911 using all the backbone atoms (1.91 A and
1.84 A. respectivelv).  These overall r.m.s. deviation
values are for diffe-rent sets of proteins so the r.m.s.
deviation values are only indicative of the general
accuracy. The present method is also insensitive to
errors in the C”  co-ordinates of up to 1 A r.m.s.; by
contrast, Holm & Sander’s method fails when this
error exceeds O-4 A.

It is not clear why segment match modeling
works as well as or better than more complicated
search methods that employ combinatorial
approaches (Lee & Subbiah? 1991) or simulated
a)nnealing (Holm & Sander, 1991; Tuffery et al.,
1991).  Table 9 shows that two factors are respons-
ible for the success of the simpler segment match
modeling method: the averaging of independent!
models and the use of van der Wa.als’  contact check-
ing. Wit,hout both techniques, the overall r.m.s.
deviation of side-chains would be in excess of 2% A,
so that few side-chains would be correct with r.m.s.
deviations below 2 Ai. Averaging the co-ordinates of
side-chains that have adopted different conforma-
tions leads to severely distorted a!verage structures.
The distorted side-chain is usuallv  smaller than
normal and energ) minimization L using EXCAD

always leads to normal, unstrained stereochemistry.
This powerful combination of robust energy minim-
ization and co-ordinate averaging also  makes
segment match modeling insensitive to junctions
between main-chain segment.

(c) Other  applications and iwprovements

A general? fullv automated method capable of
filling in missing atomic co-ordinates as a,ccurately
as is achieved with segment, match modeling has
other applications, including homology modeling
and fleshing-out simple folding models wit’h  detailed
atomic structure.

Homology modeling is a simple extension of
segment match modeling from Ca co-ordinates.
Instead of adding the native side-chains to the
known native C”  framework, one adds the side-
chains of lthe  related homologous protein. Gaps in
the framework will be of two kinds: (1) insertions
where the homologous protein is longer; these addi-
tional residues have to be modeled without guide C”
co-ordinates? a situation that resembles test
modeling with gaps; and (2) deletions where the
homologous protein is shorter: these residues are
simply left out’ and the gap in the chain closed when
energy minimization imposes good internal
geometry. Segment match modeling has been used
to build models of a large number of different homo-
logous proteins (unpublished results). While the
models seem reasonable and have helped the experi-
mental study of the particular protein, the method
has not been tested systematicallv. Such a svstem-
atic  study of segment match modeling on pairs  of
homologous proteins is now underway.

Segment match modeling can flesh out any C”
chain path. Because the method can work with very
little information (for example! from everv 4th Cd
atom), it can be used to take what is little more
than a three-dimensional cartoon sketch of a poly-
peptide chain fold and convert it to a full set of
stereochemically correct’ co-ordinates. These co-
ordinates can then be subjected t80 further refine-
ment using other modeling methods like simulated
annealing to improve side-chain packing (Lee &
Subbiah, l991) and annealing molecular dvnamics
(Levitt, 1983b) to reduce the potential eneigv  and
hopefully become more native-like. The speed and
robustness, of segment match modeling make it ideal
for building all-atom models from simple lattice
chain paths like those used in low-resolution simula-
t’ion  of protein folding (Levitt & Warshel, 1975;
Skolnick 8, Kolinsky, 1990; Hinds & Levitt. 1992).

Segment match modeling as implemented here
makes a number of simplifying assumptions. One
possible short-coming is that side-chains are added
to t’he struct’ure  one residue at a time and without
considering correlation between side-chain packings.
This is easiest to understand in the context of
disulfide bridges. The present version chooses a$ con-
formation of each half of the SS  bridge indepen-
dentlv using onlv local information: no use is made
of t#he strlong requirement] that the two SY  atoms
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must be close together. It would be better to treat
the bridge as a unit and match both ends of the
bridge (as done in our modeling of disulfide bridges
in T4 lysozyme, see Matsumura  et crl..  1989). The
same method could be generalized and used for pairs
of hydrophobic residues suspected to interact
stlrongly  .

Another problem. highlighted b\- the data in
Table 6, is  that t’he r.m.s. de&ion increases
rapidly when the gap is three residues or longer.
H omologj- modeling will sometimes involve
inserting segments that are longer than this and
new methods will have to be developed. There are a
number of ways to proceed. (1) The segment match
modeling procedure could be extended to treat large
numbers of gaps (large insertions) by building these
regions last (so that the rest of the structure can
provide a reliable framework) or b\- building them
more than tlen  times so a,s to improiye  the signal-to-
noise ratio. (2) Many possible conformations-for the
inserted region could be generated by systematic
search (Moult  & James. 1986) or b>- molecular dyna-
mics at high temperature (Fine et crl..  1986).

Energy functions used to impose good stereo-
chemistry on the modeled structures are not in
perfect agreement with the details of the X-ra\
structure: minimization causes small but significant
shifts from that structure (< 1 A). This me&s  that
with these energy functlions:  the lowest energv
structures deviate from the X-ray structure. On tge
other hand? when the r.m:s. deviat’ion  from the
X-ray  structure exceeds 2 A, the energv is signifi-
cant[v increased (see Fig. 9). The result; of C’orrea
(1990) show that ext,ensive  molecular dynamics and
energy minimization can give stable all-attom  struc-
tures that are close to the X-ray structure. If energy
functions could be improved to fit native structures.
these methods could be more powerful in generating
correct conformations.

Segment match modeling and the other methods
do better for core residues. More specificallv.
modeling is found to work best for the non-polir
residues and worst for the charged residues. Even
those polar side-chains that are modeled reprodu-
cibly (with low variance) are often inaccurate. This
difference in the behavior of non-polar and polar
side-chains is puzzling. It may be due to: ( 1) inade-
quate treat(ment  ’of electrostatic interactions:
(2) omission of any solvent interactions; or (3) real
variability of polar side-chains caused by crystal
packing interactions. We are trying to distinguish
between these possibilities in the hope of further
improving the accuracy of the modeling.

6. Conclusion

Segment match modeling provides a simple yet
accurate method for modeling protein conforma-
tions from a small number of known atomic posi-
t,ions. The method is accurate (all-atom r.m.s.
deviation of better than 1*3 A), efficient (14 s/residue
on an inexpensive \l;orkstation). insensitive to
random errors (up to 1 A in C’” positions), and robust

(good models can be built using every 3rd Y posi-
tion). By always building a number of independent
models (normally lo), the method provides the co-
ordinate variance of every atom; the accuracy of the
atoms with the smallest standard deviations (more
reproducible) is always higher. Overall. segment
match modeling out-performs all other methods in
terms of its higher accuracy and its lack of depen-
dence on known atomic positions: it is also the on11
method that provides an estimate of the errors ii1
the modeling.

The success of segment match modeling and other
methods for modeling from C”  atoms suggests that
much of the detailed information in a protein con-
formation is redundant. Those methods that use a
data base of refined protein X-rav  structures (this
work; Jones & Thirup, 1986; Clae’ssens  et al.. 1989;
Holm & Sander, 1991; Tufferv et al.,  1991) show
that conformational themes &cur with very high
frequency. In this regard it is interesting that a data
base of onlv 1000 amino acid residues works fairlj
well? yieldi;g  an all-atom r.m.s. deviation of abo&
l-4 Ai  (see Table 9). The other methods that relv on
energy criteria without recourse to any data base
(Lee & Subbiah, 1991: Correa, 1990) show that the
positions of the C”  atoms are generally sufficient to
define side-chain conformations uniquely. Both
these results are unexpected; they imblp  that
predictions of the folded structure from t’he’  amino
acid sequence may also be easier than expected in
t)hat  the effective number of degrees of freedom may
be quite small.

This work was supported by NH award GM-39552.
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